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INTRO

An experienced doctor speaks out:

Who enjoys looking at the “What actually is a doctor? trolled by financial interests and not the patient, the sick
of the big capital. [And much person. You have to underunmasked truth about the The doctor is a human being,
a nice guy; and you’ll tell me: worse is that the content was stand this. We have the probdangerous situation the
“I have a very good doctor.” fitted to the ideological goals lem that we do not know who
world is in today? Who
Yes, he may even be a nice of the “ruling elite”. Note by we are anymore, and that the
really wants to deal with
person – and you believe him. editor.] What your doctor true healing power is in us.
the distress which is alThat is fine. But do not forget learned there, was dictated by That is why we give our powready at our doorstep?
that this is merely the human men pursuing those financial er to outsiders, the doctor and
(The last V&C issue re- side. The role which your doc- interests. This happened with- medicine.”
ports about all of these
tor is in is something com- out his knowledge. All scien- Originally cited of Ghislaine Lanctot.
An ex-doctor of the medical mafia
things.) Yet it is absolutely
pletely different. Your doctor tific papers, meaning the speaks out.
Source:
essential – also for our
has a degree in medicine furthering of medical educawww.youtube.com/
survival – that every one
watch?v=j0-zy67-Qh0
which was completely con- tion, serve to better business
of us confronts himself
with these things. For we
Fatal “side effects” for parents of vaccinated children!
are dealing with human
mab. After little Leon re- leave Leon’s father and up- be parental abuse in order to
beings and even the worst
sort are still “just” people. ceived a sixfold vaccination hold a strict restraint order, hide the true causes and to
along with two others, total- she was allowed to have her give the parents the fault.
And they have only exactly
ing eight vaccinations (!) he son back. But the father faces If this unspeakable injustice is
as much power over us as
had to fare with, there were several years of prison for not stopped, parents of vacciwe allow them to have.
nated children must in the fuserious side effects. His suspicion of child abuse.
This is our big chance! We
ture also count on these “side
parents, fearing the death of Just or unjust?
can tip the scales, as soon
their child, drove the boy to Germany’s most well-known effects”: having their children
as nobody looks away any- the hospital. What happened vaccination opposer, Angeli- taken away and prison time!
more but instead allows
Sources:
there is unimaginable. They ka Müller (formerly Kögelmehr wissen besser leben
himself be confronted with
did not even listen to the par- Schauz), who has investigat- Depesche No.20, September 20, 2012
reality. This is how we cre- ents, but accused them of ed the case exactly, states that
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=MVuIHm6ADQ4
ate a new consciousness
abusing their child. After the this is only the beginning of a
“I do not see why
and a healthy attitude of
medical care, the little one very far-reaching scandal. An
I
should show respect
questioning things, which
was taken away from them indication for this is a guidefor lies and fraud
more and more people will
and placed in a home. Only line for pediatricians requestmerely because of others’
also adopt and eventually
after the mother acceded to a ing that doctors categorically
simple mindedness.”
the few who are the cause
court order forcing her to declare vaccine side effects to
Schopenhauer
of all this evil around us
will be stopped. We will
Feds want to earn with porn
not win this battle any
pi. On December 10, 2012, by approximately 60 million Internet), but because of tax
other way.
Fabian Thylmann, the man be- people daily! That is 1.8 bil- evasion. So the federal governThe Editor (ef.)
hind the biggest and most suc- lion hits per month!
ment does not want to punish
cessful Internet pornography Thylmann has offered porn the crime, but earn a hefty
“You should never say
sites, was taken into custody. free of charge for everybody chunk in this dirty business as
‘too late’. In politics it
His own records state 300 mil- since 2006. What is shocking well.
Sources:
is also never too late.
lion site visitors per month and is that officials are not arrest- Berliner Zeitung of 12.12.2012, page1
There is always time
annual earnings of 100 million ing him for spreading porno- www.sueddeutsche.de/digital/youporn
-gruender-fabian-thylmannfor a new beginning.” US dollars. Other sources say graphy among underage percomputernerd-pornokoenigKonrad Adenauer
multimillionaer-1.1548057-2
that these web sites are visited sons (via mobile phones and
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Violent operations of convicts in Syria
ish jails, according to their sentences in court. Naser had the
corresponding copies of passports, clear evidence supporting his claim.
A few of the shot or caught
Turkish villains had connections to organisations close to
Al-Qaeda. For example, one of
these criminal rebels was the
brother of the leader of the
group that committed the attack on the HSBC-Bank in

In September 2012, the PressTV and Al-Alam journalist,
Maya Naser, was murdered by
a sharp-shooter in Damascus.
One week before his assassination Naser was investigating
the cruel operations of Turkish
convicts in Syria. Naser began
his researches after it became
known that a lot of the rebels
shot or captured in Syria were
convicted criminals who were
supposed to be sitting in Turk-

Istanbul in 2003. They left 67
killed and more than 700
wounded.
A now published document
from Saudi-Arabia, revealing a
source for terrorists operating
in Syria, shows also the use of
captives by Saudi Arabia and
Turkey as part of the GCC*NATO-strategy.
The evidences gathered by
Maya Naser, as well as the
accurate document from Saudi

Arabia justify an investigation
and a charge against Turkey
and Saudi Arabia, as well as the
NATO before the international
criminal court.
Who will bring it forward?
*Golf Cooperation Council
Sources: Original text:
http://apxwn.blogspot.dk/
2012/12/morituri-salutant.html
http://nsnbc.wordpress.com/
2012/12/10/saudi-arabia-commits-warcrime-by-forced-use-ofprisoners-in-syria-insurgency/

NSA builds a new
espionage center in the desert of Utah

US Congressmen demand
debates concerning intervention in Syria

uw. Almost entirely unnoticed
by the public, the American
intelligence agency NSA is
building a giant surveillance
and espionage center in the
desert of the state of Utah.
Their goal is to save telephone
calls, as well as Internet and
email traffic worldwide and
decode these with high powered computers. Additionally,
they intend to collect personal
data, such as Google searches
and other digital footprints
and evaluate them if necessary.
Naturally the agent’s focus
lies on spying on bank data,
communication between governments and officials, as well
as the economy and military.
Yet it must be clear to all of us
that such a system basically

ef. On December 19, 2012, US
Congressmen Walter Jones,
Charles Rangel and other
speakers along with Jeffrey
Steinberg, the head of the press
staff of the Executive Intelligence Review, challenged President Obama in a press conference to first get explicit
allowance before deciding
whether to send American
troops to Syria. A statement
against military intervention in
Syria from the “Veterans for
Peace” was also distributed.
Jones reminded of March 19,
2011 when Obama bombed
Libya without consulting Congress. “We have a constitution
which gives Congress alone
the right to declare war,” Jones
stated. He then quoted from a

letter six Congressmen together with Rangel and himself had
sent to President Obama: “We
are writing to you today with
every emphasis on our demand
that you do not lead the nation
into war again without the consent of Congress. Your recently
voiced threat of ‘consequences
for Syria if they use chemical
weapons’ reminds us alarmingly of the call to war against Iraq,
in order to eliminate their weapons of mass destruction. (...)
No UN or NATO resolution
can supersede the authority of
Congress which has been consciously given to the representatives of the American people.”

tive precipitation, called fallout, was registered even in
southern Bavaria, Germany.
We have to become aware,
whereas Chernobyl was a
single case, today potential
“Fukushimas” are all around us...
Only consistently making public background information
and any intentions behind global events will save us from
further “Fukushimas”. Sources:

Closing Point ●

leaves no more “private data.”
An ex-NSA worker was cited,
bringing his thumb and forefinger together and saying,
“This is how close we are to a
turnkey, totalitarian state”.
From this point of view, it
must ring an alarm to know
that the Deutsche Telekom
(Germany‘s number one telephone and internet provider)
has given up its independent
phone network and wants to
switch over to pure Internet
telephone services. This
would make international access to every one of our phone
conversations possible.
Source:
http://home.1und1.de/
themen/wissen/mensch/489jsnogruendlich-zukunft-ausspioniert

Source:
http://bueso.de/node/6217

Fukushima, a sign of the times?
uw./ef. Does anyone still think
about what disaster and misery
the flood- and nuclear catastrophe brought over Japan in
2011? Only few reports are
heard here in Europe. An independent study proves the rise
of infant mortality all across
Japan in the second and ninth
month after the catastrophe:
May and December 2011. During these two months it was
highest; especially, of course,

around the nuclear power
plant Fukushima. Cases of miscarriages and sterility are not
yet recorded in this study, but
a decrease in births is obvious.
But this is just one consequence of the dramatic effects
of a nuclear power catastrophe.
These same ramifications
could also be seen in June
1986 and February 1987 after
the nuclear reactor catastrophe
in Chernobyl, when radioac-

“It is not enough
that we do
our best,
sometimes
we must do what
is required.”
Winston Churchill
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